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Waitlist Features

Waitlist will activate in GOLD once the following 3 requirements are met:

1. The department or instructor must have enabled the waitlist in eGrades
2. It must be after the start of Pass 2
3. All offerings of the course must be full
   a. Ignores Print Suppressed courses
   b. Closed courses are treated as Full
Waitlist Features

Once active a waitlist button will appear next to the Primary

When the student registers for the waitlist they will specify:

- Sections that they are willing to add
- Grading option, units, repeat value
  - Anything that would be required to actually add them to the course.
Waitlist Features

Courses added to the waitlist will count toward a student’s maximum units for a pass.

● This should encourage students to be more active in waitlist management
● Each course is only counted once.
  ○ e.g. if the student selects 8 discussion sections for MATH 3A spread over 3 lectures, it only counts as 4 units.
Waitlist Features

Spaces that become available after a waitlist is active may not be added without approval code.

- When adding a course, if system finds a waitlist with at least one active record it will throw a code (77)
- Check will not occur between 6/25/14 and 9/10/14 (due to Orientation)
- Check does not occur for Print Suppressed courses
Waitlist Features

Automatic Adds

- A process will run regularly (once an hour?) that checks waitlist records.
- If a course with an active waitlist has space, it will sort the students based on specified criteria and attempt to add the top ranking student to the course.
- Will continue until all spaces are full.
Waitlist Features

Automatic Adds (continued)

- For F14, only First come, first served sort criteria
- Major, GPA, Level sort will be implemented for W15.
- Uses same programs as a standard add
- If student is not eligible, they will not be added
- Process will be deactivated 6/25/14 through 9/10/14 (during Orientation)
Demos

eGrades Test
GOLD Test
Future Development

Summer 2014:
- Communication tab in eGrades
- Additional data elements in extract

W15 Registration
- Criteria Based auto-add
- Handling of Cross-listings
- Other development based on F14 feedback
Questions?

If you think of any Questions or Comments after this presentation:

anthony.schmid@sa.ucsb.edu